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• A new Inter-Governmental Organisation for astronomy 
and fundamental physics with 50+ year lifetime

• SKAO is now:
o February 3-4, 2021: first SKA Observatory Council
o July 1st, 2021: construction activity began

• A mega-science facility of the 21st century to provide 
capabilities to transform our understanding of the 
Universe
o A very wide variety of science cases and associated science 

data products
o Diverse and complex workflows (HDA, HPC, AI)
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SKAO & the HPC/HDA ecosystem
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Figure 11: Stakeholders in the software/data ecosystem for science and engineering.

wider the upper bell, the stronger the assurance that all more specialized application communities,
down to the level of individuals, can build on top of the shared infrastructure that the community
provides. Now if a given DSP can thus be implemented with reasonable ease on an extremely broad
spectrum of hardware technologies, and can thus be used to create an enormous diversity of services
and applications to satisfy multifarious user demands, those facts will tend to minimize barriers to its
universal adoption. However, it is important to remember that defining a spanning layer that includes
shared compute and/or storage services, and that is weak enough to achieve the former but strong
enough to achieve the latter, is still an unsolved problem [11, 12].

• An Open Distributed Services Platform: Even if a DSP spanning layer with requisite technical
properties can be specified, lack of openness would also present a major barrier to the kind of
ubiquitous acceptance the scientific community needs to achieve. Absent proprietary legal constraints,
such a software specification is paradigmatic of a public good, i.e., of something that no one is excluded
from using and which can be exploited in a completely non-rivalrous fashion. At a minimum, then, the
specification should be freely accessible for people to use as their circumstances require. Moreover,
the standardization process should be equally non-proprietary and open, carried out with due process,
broad consensus, and transparency [32]. We know that in the case of the Internet protocol stack such
openness was critical to its relatively rapid acceptance by the global scientific community. We also
know that that acceptance, working outward from the universities, governmental laboratories, and all
the institutional niches where research gets done, played an instrumental role in spreading the Internet
to society generally. It is reasonable to expect that if the more general DSP that science now seeks is
kept open, then similar, if not more powerful and more positive, spill-over effects for society are likely
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• Challenges surrounding wide-area multi-stage workflows 
(HPC, HDA, AI, Visualisation)

• Need to take into account the diversity of scientific workflow 
patterns

• Adapt or replace the legacy paradigm (stateless 
communication, stateful compute systems) with a 
Distributed Software Platform integrating computing, 
communication, and buffer/storage resources in a data 
processing network 

• Offer a range of possible incentives to all stake-holders who 
would benefit from such convergence

A combination of computations and data movement to integrate noisy information from spatially 
distributed sensors through a software platform of distributed services across a continuum of edge 

and centralized infrastructures
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